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ABSTRACT
Now a day’s security plays a very important role in each and every aspect of human life.
As security plays a vital role, still there are lot of attacks that occur in the network during
communication .One among the several attacks is password attack which cause a serious
vulnerability for the valuable information. Users may register multiple accounts on the same site
or across multiple sites, and these passwords from the same users are likely to be the same or
similar. As a result, an attacker can compromise the account of a user on a web forum, and then
guess the accounts of the same user in sensitive accounts, e.g., online banking services. We name
this attack as the cyber-attack on passwords. To understand the situation, we examined the state
of- the-art Intra-Site Password Reuses (ISPR) and Cross-Site Password Reuses (CSPR) based on
the leaked passwords from the biggest Internet user group.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Secret phrase based verification is one of the most broadly utilized techniques to validate
a client before allowing gets to made sure about sites. The wide appropriation of secret key based
validation is the consequence of its minimal effort and effortlessness: a client can enter their
passwords anyplace by a console or a touch screen with no other additional gadgets. The
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ubiquity of passwords and the expansion of sites, be that as it may, lead to a worry on secret key
reuses between accounts on various sites or even on similar sites. Also, the ongoing various
prominent secret word spillage occasions didn't improve the secret phrase circumstance, and we
pose the inquiries: What do secret word reuses intend to accounts among sites and even the ones
inside similar sites? What is the ramifications of an undermined site or record to other people?
How simple are shadow assaults, i.e., an enemy bargains a record using the passwords of
different records that are either on a similar site or from different destinations? To discover the
appropriate responses, in this paper we dissect secret word reuses and shadow assaults
observationally. It is notable that passwords are normally reused by a client across various sites ,
yet little work has been dedicated to understanding passwords being shared among different
records of a similar client on a similar site. Since both secret word reuses inside a similar site and
over various ones can empower shadow assaults, in this paper, we break down the two situations:

(I) a client makes accounts with a similar secret word on similar sites, which we term as
Intra-Site Password Reuses (ISPR), and (ii) a client makes accounts with a similar secret phrase
across various sites, which we term as Cross-Site Password Reuses (CSPR). While having
similar passwords for various records is straightforward and advantageous to clients, it raises
security concerns, e.g., if a secret phrase on one site is released, an enemy can have an upgraded
opportunity to break different records of a similar client, whether or not the records are on the
equivalent or various sites. We note that account proprietorship can be distinguished by the
enlisted email addresses. Subsequently, we contend that clients' records with passwords of higher
security level could be moderately handily undermined, given the information on the passwords
at a lower security level, e.g., web gatherings. In spite of the fact that the secret word reuses are
known to scientists for quite a long time, an enormous scope top to bottom observational
examination of secret phrase reuses is as yet missing up until this point. influence 6,077
unmistakable records to respond to the topic of How regularly does a client reuse a similar secret
phrase over numerous locales? Our work is along a similar line. However we direct a first-of-itssort top to bottom observational examination on web secret word reuses (both ISPR and CSPR)
at an a lot bigger scope. We influence an assortment of more than 70million genuine world
spilled web passwords in clear content to examine the fine-grained examples and dangers of
secret phrase reuses. These spilled passwords are from four standard sites with a huge number of
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clients in China: CSDN, Tianya, Duduniu . Fortunately, two sites permit clients to enroll
numerous records utilizing a similar email address. This gives a significant chance to consider
the ISPR, which has never been concentrated in the writing, apparently.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In this section we will mainly discuss about the background work that is carried out in
order to prove the performance of our proposed Method. Now let us discuss about them in detail

MOTIVATION
1) Cryptanalysis of secret key confirmation plans: Current status and key issues
Secret word is the most regularly utilized procedure for client validation because of its
effortlessness and accommodation. The fundamental preferred position of passwords is that
clients can retain them effectively without requiring any equipment to store them. Proficient
secret key validation plans are required to confirm the authenticity of distant clients over an
unreliable correspondence channel. In this paper, we introduced the study of all as of now
accessible secret key based verification plans and ordered them as far as a few vital standards.
This examination will help in creating distinctive secret key based verification strategies, which
are not powerless against various assault situations. Two and three gathering key trade
conventions require secure verification instrument for accomplishing the necessary objectives
and fulfilling the security prerequisites of a perfect secret key based validation plot. Brilliant
cards, which are utilized in money related exchanges require exceptionally secure verification
conventions.
2) THREE LEVEL PASSWORD AUTHENTICATION by Mughele Ese Sophia
Verification is one of the most significant security administration gave to framework
bythe distinctive validation plans or calculations which must be given with the goal that solitary
approved people can have option to utilize or deal with that framework and information
identified with that data framework safely. Strategies utilized incorporate token based, biometric
based just as information based. Regardless of these, no single component is proficient and
successful to give sufficient security forcomputing assets, for example, programs, documents,
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messages, printers, web, and so forth. A 3–level confirmation is proposed in this paper is more
classified for guaranteeing satisfactory security.
3) Why are pictures simpler to review than words?
Pictures of items were reviewed altogether superior to their names on the initial two of four free
review preliminaries. Review for the two modes didn't vary in intertriai association yet striking
contrasts happened as an element of information sequential request. Picture predominance
happened for terminal info things on Trial 1, and both terminal and early things on Trial 2. The
discoveries are examined as far as verbal and nonverbal (solid) memory codes.
4) PassPoints: Design and longitudinal assessment of a graphical secret key framework
Computer security relies to a great extent upon passwords to confirm human clients.
Notwithstanding, clients experience issues recalling passwords after some time on the off chance
that they pick a safe secret word, for example a secret key that is long and arbitrary. Hence, they
will in general pick short and unreliable passwords. Graphical passwords, which comprise of
tapping on pictures as opposed to composing alphanumeric strings, may assist with beating the
issue of making secure and paramount passwords. In this paper we portray PassPoints, another
and safer graphical secret key framework. We report an experimental investigation contrasting
the utilization of PassPoints with alphanumeric passwords. Members made and rehearsed either
an alphanumeric or graphical secret word. The members along these lines did three longitudinal
preliminaries to include their secret key through the span of about a month and a half. The
outcomes show that the graphical secret phrase clients made a legitimate secret word with less
troubles than the alphanumeric clients. In any case, the graphical clients took longer and made
more invalid secret phrase contributions than the alphanumeric clients while rehearsing their
passwords. In the longitudinal preliminaries the two gatherings performed comparatively on
memory of their secret phrase, yet the graphical gathering set aside more effort to include a
secret phrase. r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights saved
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III.

EXISTING METHODOLOGY

In the existing password

based schemes, many voices have called for password

replacement or enhancement. Many of them try to propose distinct and enhanced means to
replace the current password-based authentication mechanism. In the existing system there are
several methods that target on choosing a strong password for their account rather than disallowing the same password not be used for another account of that user or different user.

LIMITATIONS OF THE EXISTING METHODOLOGY
The following are the limitation of existing system. They is as follows:
1. The existing system didn’t concentrated mainly on disallowing the users not to use the
same password for multiple account which he/she has owned.
2. There was no concept like avoiding cyber attacks for the user accounts.
3. In the existing system all accounts are mainly targeted on providing strong passwords in
order to hide the secrecy of data from the un-authorized users, But they failed to achieve
in avoiding multiple accounts of same user or different users to use distinct passwords
rather than a common password.
.

IV.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed system uses a technique like:
No reuse of password is allowed for any user in multiple accounts of same site or
different site. Even though the uses argue that it is impossible for any user to remember so many
passwords, and input them in correct user interfaces.
ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The following are the advantages of the proposed system. They are as follows:
1. The proposed system will not allow the users not to use the same password for multiple
account which he/she has owned.
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2. In the proposed system all accounts are not only targeted on providing strong passwords
in order to hide the secrecy of data from the un-authorized users but also concentrated
with de-duplication of passwords.
3. This was the novel concept like avoiding cyber attacks for the user accounts.
4. The proposed system achieved high level of accuracy and security in avoiding multiple
accounts of same user or different users to use distinct passwords rather than a common
password.

IV.

IMPLEMENTATION STAGE

Implementation Stage is where the hypothetical structure is changed over into
automatically way. In this stage we will partition the application into various modules and
afterward coded for arrangement. The application is separated essentially into following 2
modules. They are as follows:
They are as follows:
1) Admin Module
2) User Module
Now let us discuss about each and every module and sub modules which are present in
this application.
1) Admin Module
In this module, the Admin has to login by using valid user name and password.
After login successful he can perform some operations such as view and authorize users, view all
friends request and responses, find cyber attacks, find Intra cyber Attack, List all Similar
Network Users, List all Other (Cross) Site Network users, View all users Posts with images and
reviews,

Find Chart Results to count No. of Users used same password in Intra and Other

(Cross) Sites.
2) User Module
In this module, there are n numbers of users are present. User should register with any
network name (shown in combo box like Face book, Tweeter, LinkedIn, and internet) before
performing any operations. Once user registers, their details will be stored to the database. After
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registration successful, he has to login by using authorized user name and password along with
network. Once Login is successful user can perform some operations like viewing their profile
details, sending request to admin for a permission to search friends in cross sites, searching for
friends in same and in Other (Cross)sites, Adding Posts, viewing all friends posts in similar sites,
and viewing all friends’ posts in other network sites.

V. EXPERIMENTAL REPORTS
SOURCE WILL CHOOSE THE RECEIVER NODE

Figure . Represents the Cross Site Friends List
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Admin can see Cross Site Password Attacker

Figure . Represents the Cross Site Password Attackers
Admin can see Cross site and Intra Site Attacker

Figure . Represents the Graph

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this proposed application we finally concluded with a new concept like cyber/shadow
attack detection and prevention by using no password re-use method.No reuse of password is
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allowed for any user in multiple accounts of same site or different site. Even though the uses
argue that it is impossible for any user to remember so many passwords, and input them in
correct user interfaces.
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